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aside that he feared there is nothing big nor startling left for where students cleared up individFor a few classual difficulties.
his administration to initiate, but that he felt in such a case members who
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representa-1
5 GET PLACES
president. Each
sity.
has shown merit in unselfish service to the University. Each
No matter how carefully mem-1
IN NEW HALL
now has an increased opportunity to fulfill the
of
that
promise
At ijie Theatres
I
previous devotion.
O<S»
Obak’s elects to its Hall of Fame
In one week, on Friday night, at the annual Emerald Ban1IEILTG
the
Today
following men whom the ColFriday
tives has been elected to

Co-op and Laraway’s

'these

There will be

mentarv

at

PICTURES

Obak’s Kollege Krier

startling revolutions of government, no littleschemes, no hurtful distempers, to hamper the

Tickets

WITHOUT

Malcolm stated, he will endeavor to the best of iiis power to free discussions, for those who took
part, had a value that could not
meet them adequately and efficiently.
be approached by the best pedagoThe students of the University of Oregon, in general a con- gical methods.
To members of Mr. Miller’s ele-j
servative group, could not ask for a more sane outline of policy.
no

Woman’s Building
Wednesday, May 27, 8:15
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only listened, expecthis course will be to carry forward as far as possible the plans ing to hear “pearls of wisdom” for
hasty entry into open note books,
already started. However, if new problems arise next year the incoherent and faltering atwhich would come under the jurisdiction of the student body, tempts of interested students must
have

Department—School of Music
Physical Education Department

Art

place it by a school of Salesmanship. Fat Wilson has already been!
chosen head of the department by
Dean Diemint.
Fees are $6.00 per1
term, which included a booklet on
the life of a salesman and one pair S
of REAL SILK hosiery.
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typewriter to
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There have been difficult, precarious incidents this year
which have required much in the way of conscientious truthseeking and exposition in the face of many pressures. In turning over the editorial reins to Edward Miller the regret of
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participation on the Emerald
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publish a paper that will
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for the
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cycle of sound,
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dignified, upstanding self-government.
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of administrative desires, but with the best inter-
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Swan,” with Adolph Men;ru,
Frances Howard. Ricardo Cortez, in a Paramount
produo.
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llis editorials
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Mautz—Simply
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colorful, but above all straightfor-

standing

in
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Kampus

OLLUM
DRS. DELE &

What a playful time our friends
had at the campus luncheon. Duke
Carter and his gang ducked every
body
they thought they could

handle, including
boy.

i

of

the

famous

Molnar

a
success,
stage
gorgeous
drama of a modern girl who
tried to light the fire of love,
and found it dynamite; Tuxedo comedy, “Curses;”
first
complete motion pictures of
Lane County School Pageant
of May 9: Oregon’s own Webfoot Weekly: LeRoy DeVanev,
in musical accompaniment to
the pictures on
the
mighty
Wurlitzer.

1

12-year-old

number of fraternity
pins have been lost during the last
If any girl happens
two months.
to find one please address it to
Obak's and the owner will receive
the same by applying.
A

because

has big feet. His feet would admit
him into any Hall of Fame.
Duke Carter—Because he is a perfountain
of
petual
youth—bubling over with enthusiasm.
Walter Evans Kidd—Because he
writes such good communications.
Randall Jones—Because he shaved
his mvstasch. thus improving the
looks of the campus.

one
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editor.
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further active
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greatly
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“So This is
London”
road show,
eomes
Monday, the committee has investigated and
and '•Janice Meredith,” epic ; observed the prospective candidates
of the Ameriean Revolution, j through the year, thus making sure
that no mistake will be made when
is an early event.
the marble busts of the men are
T11E Me DONALD—Last
day:
in the magnificent new Obak
placed
Zane Grey’s thrilling tale of I
now nearing completion.
Hall,
Western
“Riders'
adventure.
George Godfrey—Because he is
of the Purple Sage.” with a j
the campus financier and has the
Zane
Tom
perfect
Grey cast,
most creative imagination in the
Mix, Marian
Nixon, Mabel; ktate.
George's claim to fame is
Rallm and Tony the wonder
combining imagination to create
horse.
Comedy, “Hello and j cash for Godfrey.
”
Goodby. Renaldo Baggort on
Bob
he
man.

of regret that his time has been

longer have the privilege of controlling the!

no

lege thinks deserve

rank (very rank) and defile of our
In making this selection
campus.
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large
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After removing the Dramatic de- j
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partment of the University the j
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"This is the first time
in the history of the University that
such a thing has happened.” said
Harry Scott, head of the Physical
Education department.
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